The following is a list of courses that may be counted toward the SHC adjunct major or minor. You may also petition the SHC Director to count a course not listed here.

**SHC CORE COURSES:**

**HUM 220-0: Health, Biomedicine, Culture, and Society**
*Co-listed as:
SOCIOL 220-0: Health, Biomedicine, Culture, and Society
HUM section 20-LEC(33929); SOCIOL section 20-LEC(33928)
Steven Epstein
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Annenberg G15

**SOCIOL 319-0: Sociology of Science: Expert Knowledge and Social Life**
Section 20-LEC(33952)
Mariana Craciun
MoWe 12:30-1:50 in Harris L07

**COURSES BY SHC VISITING FACULTY:**

**HISTORY 300-0: New Lectures in History: Islam, Science, and Modernity**
*Co-listed as:
HISTORY section 32-LEC(26027); MENA section 20-SEM(34233)
Daniel Stolz
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Annenberg 101

**SOCIOL 319-0: Sociology of Science: Expert Knowledge and Social Life**
Section 20-LEC(33952)
Mariana Craciun
MoWe 12:30-1:50 in Harris L07

**OTHER COURSES:**

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**

**BIOL_SCI 104-0: Plant-People Interactions**
Section 20-LEC(23756)
Christina Russin
MoWe 3:30-4:50 in Tech Lecture Rm 3

**BIOL_SCI 104-6: Freshman Seminar: Origins of American Obesity**
Section 20-SEM(25937)
Michele McDonough
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Tech M349

**BIOL_SCI 106-6: Freshman Seminar: Storytelling and Science**
Section 20-SEM(34026)
Annie Bruns
MoWeFr 1:00-1:50 in University Library 3322

**BIOL-SCI 327-0: Biology of Aging**
Section 20-LEC(24003)
Fred Turek
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Tech L251

**CHEMISTRY**

**CHEM 105-6: Freshman Seminar: Hope & Hype of Nanotechnology**
Section 21-LEC(34110)
Teri Wang Odom
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Tech M128

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**

**COMM_ST 386-0: Science, Technology, and Society**
Section 20-LEC(21943)
Jennifer Light
We 2:00-5:00 in Elder Hall 030 Seminar Rm

**COMM_ST 394-0: Communication Studies Research Seminar: Places of Invention**
Section 20-LEC(21482)
Jennifer Light
Mo 2:00-4:50 in Frances Searle 3220
Juniors only

**COMM_ST 395-0: Topics in Communication Studies: Fandom and Digital Culture**
Section 20-LEC(21501)
Maria Mastronardi
We 2:00-4:50 in Frances Searle 2370

**COMM_ST 395-0: Topics in Communication Studies: Communication & Technology**
Section 23-LEC(21914)
Jeremy Birnholtz
TuTh 11:00-12:20 in Frances Searle 2370

**ECONOMICS**

**ECON 307-0:** Economics of Medical Care
Section 20-LEC(26430)
Frank Limbrock
University Hall 102

**ECON 324-0: Western Economic History**
Section 20-LEC(24022)
Joel Mokyr
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 2-415

**ECON 370-0: Environmental & Natural Resource Economics**
Section 20-LEC(26435)
Laura Kiesling
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Kresge 2-415

**ENGLISH**

**ENGLISH 397-0: Research Seminar for Literature Majors: Science and the Novel**
Section 20-SEM(34033)
Helen Thompson
MoWe 3:30-4:50 in University Library 3622
Permission of department; Juniors/Seniors only

**ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY**

**ENVR_POL 390-0: Special Topics in Environmental Policy and Culture: Conservation in a Changing World: Humans & Animals**
Section 20-LEC(24209)
Rachel Santymire and Seth Magle
We 1:00-4:00 in Frances Searle 1421

**GLOBAL HEALTH**

**GBL_HLTH 301-0: Introduction to International Public Health**
Section 20-LEC(35165)
Noelle Sullivan
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 4-425
GBL_HLTH 390-0: Special Topics in Global Health: Refugee/Immigrant Health
Section 20-LEC(34406)
Bechara Choucair
Th 4:00-7:00 pm in Lurie Gray Seminar Rm

GBL_HLTH 390-0: Special Topics in Global Health: Managing Global Health Challenges
Section 22-LEC(34405)
Michael Diamond
Tu 6:00-9:00 pm in University Hall 102

GBL_HLTH 390-0: Special Topics in Global Health: International Perspectives on Reproductive and Sexual Health
Section 24-SEM(24413)
Sarah Rodriguez
TuTh 9:30-10:50 in Kresge 2-430

GENDER STUDIES

GNDR_ST 374-0: Gender, Sexuality, and Digital Technologies: Cyberqueer
Section 20-LEC(24226)
Jillana Enteen
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 2-359

JOURNALISM

JOUR 383-0: Health and Science Reporting
Section 20-LAB(22090)
Patti Wolter
We 9:00-11:50 in Fisk 206

RELIGION

RELIGION 173-0: Religion, Medicine, and Suffering in the West
Section 20-LEC(34251)
Robert Orsi
MoWeFr 12:00-12:50 in Swift Hall 107

SCIENCE IN HUMAN CULTURE

SHC 398-2: Science in Human Culture Senior Seminar
section 20-LEC(35346): Steven Epstein
section 21-LEC(35347): Mariana Craciun
section 22-LEC(35348): Mark Sheldon

**SOCIOL 211-0: Food & Society: An Introduction**
Section 20-LEC(34264)
Susan Thistle
TuTh 12:30-1:50 in Annenberg G21

**SOCIOL 305-0: Population Dynamics**
Section 20-LEC(33947)
Christine Percheski
MoWe 2:00-3:20 in University Hall 122

**SOCIOL 312-0: Social Basis of Environmental Change**
Section 20-LEC(33951)
Susan Thistle
TuTh 3:30-4:50 in Tech M164

**SOCIOL 355-0: Medical Sociology**
Section 20-LEC(33953)
Carol Heimer
TuTh 2:00-3:20 in Kresge 4-365